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One of the common characteristics of Behn’s The
Rover and The Second Part of The Rover is that both
contain two major motifs which are fundamentally at
odds with each other. One is presenting feminism, or
describing sympathetically female characters who
freely choose their way of life; the other is represent-
ing libertinism, or creating a rake hero. The latter has
been a controversial matter, as critics have discussed
The Rover usually from a gender-centered point of
view, criticizing, in the main, the misogynistic aspect
of libertinism. However, taking account of the fact
that Behn was a resolute supporter of the royalist
cause, it is significant to consider not only the condi-
tion of female characters but also the discourse of the
time associating rakish manners with royalism.
In this paper, I attempt to outline a part of Behn’s
central concerns expressed in her dramas by examin-
ing the conflicts between these two incompatible
motifs, paying attention to the association of libertin-
ism and royalism. Willmore the libertine is generally
described as an attractive royalist hero in The Rover,
but his rakish behavior is often relativized by other
characters. In the process of such relativizations,
some friction between libertinism and women’s free
will is foregrounded. Also in The Second Part of The
Rover, a similar but differently rendered situation of
confrontation is discussed. Under the oppressive cir-
cumstances for the royalists in the middle of the
Exclusion Crisis, Behn dedicated this play to the
Duke of York. Willmore’s rakish manner is presented
in a strengthened way so that royalism appears to be
stressed at the expense of feminism; however, the
achievement of woman’s free choice is underlined at
last as La Nuche conquers Willmore in their battle of
love. A brief investigation of The Roundheads is taken
to confirm our conclusion that Behn’s dilemma in rec-
onciling her feminism and libertinism so as not to
undermine her royalism is at the heart of her dra-
maturgy.
Royalism and Feminism:
Aphra Behn’s Dilemma in 
the Two Parts of The Rover
WATARU FUKUSHI
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In Modern Poetry: A Personal Essay, Louis Mac-
Neice makes ‘a plea for impure poetry’, which is ‘con-
ditioned by the poet’s life and the world around him.’
A poet is also to be a community’s ‘conscience, its
critical faculty, its generous instinct.’ The Munich cri-
sis of September 1938 was an occasion upon which
both conscience and criticism were engaged. The
political analyses of the immediate moment and the
retrospect of the following three months helped
shape the character of MacNeice’s Autumn Journal as
an object and a reading experience. The poet’s desire
for an impure poetry conditioned by circumstances is
qualified by his sense that the way circumstance
interacts with a poem is mediated by ‘the question of
Form’. A poet’s technique then becomes a negotiation
with context in which both dependence and indepen-
dence are exercised. These issues are informed by
MacNeice’s debate with Aristotle in Autumn Journal
about the desire to be ‘spiritually self-supporting’ or
to recognise that ‘other people are always / Organic
to the self’ a debate whose terms reverberate both for
questions in the poet’s private life, and for the policy
of appeasement adopted in the face of Hitler’s territo-
rial ambitions. An aim of this essay is to consider
how, when MacNeice writes that ‘the sensible man
must keep his aesthetic / And his moral standards
apart’, the lines calculatedly travesty the poet’s mani-
fest beliefs about ethics and art, beliefs demonstrated
in the formal ordering of the poem — ones which,
nevertheless, MacNeice has ‘refused to abstract from
their context.’ My chapter on Autumn Journal and
Munich looks at the relationship between the individ-
ual poet and a dramatic public event to underline
how, by means of its formal and thematic procedures,
a poem can play a role in its times — delineating by
implication, as I do, ways in which poems obviously
cannot undo the damage done by the various politi-
cians’ errors of judgement in late September 1938. 
MacNeice, Munich and
Self-Sufficiency
PETER ROBINSON
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This paper is concerned with the figure of Louis,
an outsider with an Australian accent in The Waves. I
argue that this text should be reinterpreted from the
viewpoint of the Pacific, paying critical attention to
the contradictory relations between Bernard, a
national artist who attempts to write the absolute
book about life, and Louis, an anti-artist of global
media technology who is “half in love with the type-
writer and the telephone.” To put it differently, the
representations of writing or écriture, not those of a
writer, in Woolf’s modernist text, implicitly refer to a
more global context of postcolonialism operating
beyond the merely political situation of British impe-
rialism.
Analysing the ending of the novel, Hidekatsu
Nojima argues that Woolf’s modernist quest for
kindaiteki jiga (an authentic self) eventually produces
the loss of the subject. Jane Marcus argues that the
meaning of The Waves is ideologically determined by
British imperialism, especially its colonial relation-
ship with India. Nojima’s ethical interpretation seems
to be completely opposed to Marcus’ political inter-
pretation, yet the two readings are similar in their
concern with the problems of subject, presuming that
the fundamental conflict in the text lies in the rela-
tions between Bernard’s art and Nature or Percival
and native people in India. Indeed, Marcus asserts
that Woolf’s radical politics is definitely expressed in
Bernard’s final ride against death, that is, the struggle
of the white male subject against the racial or sexual
Other. Furthermore, these interpretations seem to be
confirmed by the figure of the yellow men migrating
around the world in the monologue of Louis: ‘the
tramp of dark men and yellow men migrating east,
west, north and south; the eternal procession, women
going with attaché cases down the Strand.’ It is not
difficult to relate the image of migration or the cul-
tural others to the political themes of feminism and
anti-imperialism in Woolf’s text. However, as Patric
McGee  points out, Marcus gives too much credit to
Bernard and overlooks the deconstructive structure of
the text; Woolf’s use of framings  subverts the inten-
tional authority of its own author-function, leaving
the meaning of The Waves undecidable. My own
proposition is that, while both Nojima and Marcus
recognise the disintegration of the British Empire and
its subject, their readings respectively fail to  examine
the possibility of ideological reconstruction of a new
The Waves, Louis, and 
the Pacific:
“I am half in love with 
the typewriter and 
the telephone”
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The Escape from 
Descriptive Bondage:  
A Theme of 
Julian Barnes’s 
A History of the World 
in 10 1/2 Chapters (1989)
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subjectivity in British imperialism. To put it in the
terms of recent postcolonial theory, their interpreta-
tions, in fact, disavow the racial  difference between the
self and the Other. Since the multiplicities of migrating
people are contained in the name of Louis, my reading
focuses on the various figurations of this multinational
businessman, or, more properly, the representations of
writing and media technology. Without privileging the
images of a female writer, I suggest that the fundamen-
tal political issue of Woolf’s text lies, not in the colonial
relationship between Britain and India, but in the
global situation of the Pacific to which Louis’s commer-
cial transaction with China symptomatically alludes.
This paper tries to prove that Julian Barnes’s A His-
tory of the World in 10 1/2 Chapters sheds a new light on
a problem of postmodern metafiction—that of the “ref-
erent.”
One problematic of this novel is that descriptions of
events are determined by the authorities in a given
community, and subsequently work as facts or beliefs
among its members, effacing alternative perspectives.
This seemingly oppressive system is supported by the
members of the community.  As it is impossible to gain
access to an event once it has passed, they have no
means of proving whether a certain description of it is
true or not, and thus, willingly or reluctantly, must rely
on someone else to give them the ‘true’ description.  In
this sense authoritative descriptions of events are
socially necessary.  On the other hand, they have a neg-
ative aspect: the members of the community will lose
the freedom to make their own descriptions of events.  
The distinction made by J. L. Austin between con-
stantive and performative utterances is denied by him-
self; he states that all utterances are performative ones.
A description of a historical event needs an authorita-
tive person to claim it as true.  Each such claim can be
positioned at a certain point in time and place; their
performative power is limited.  However, if the same
claim is repeated by non-authorities, what is claimed
can come to function as a belief or a fact.  
Barnes tries to point out that even claims aug-
mented through repetition by non-authorities will
cease to be effective in the long run, as he shows the
temporal chemical changes suffered by the materials
underlying those claims.  This idea might make people
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who are not inclined to affirm pre-determined beliefs
or facts feel released from descriptive bondage,
although it might lead them to a sort of nihilism.
Barnes focuses on a specific performative utter-
ance, “I love you,” in the half-chapter of the novel.
The characteristic of this utterance is to promise.  If
true love has been sworn, the utterer is expected to
keep to it thereafter.  The person in love, Barnes
seems to suggest, can enjoy his feelings with no con-
straint as long as he can defer confessing his love to
the beloved.  Solipsistic as it may sound, that state
might suggest another way of escaping from descrip-
tive bondage, and might, perhaps, be the entrance to
the realm of private language.  Thus, the dichotomy
between authoritative descriptions and personal ones
might be transformed into the dichotomy between
ordinary and private language.
